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 The Leuven Conversation on Theological Education in the Migrant Church context in Europe

Summary Report

March 2015

The Context of our Conversation

The Leuven Conversation began as a gathering of leaders representing theological schools, ecclesial ministries and parachurch ministry, with an interest in the
question of theological education in the context of the Migrant Church in Europe.  This conversation was planned as a 3-6 month process, with a three-day
intense period of conversation face-to-face.  The preparation phase occurred through the Overseas Council Virtual Learning Environment (ocvle.org), through the
contribution of materials, discussions in online forums, and virtual interactions about experiences and ministries.  The face-to-face conversation event took place
at the Evangelical Theological Faculty in Leuven, Belgium, from 23-26 March, 2015.  This document is an expression of some of the thoughts that surfaced
repeatedly in our conversation, and serves as a provisional summary of our conversation.  We come to the end of this intense and energizing conversation, urging
that others involved in the context of the ministry and theological education institutions continue to converse on these themes, sharpening our conversation,
through your ongoing conversation in your specific context.  Most of all, we urge you to take seriously your role in serving God’s people through the formation of
capable leaders from within the migrant communities in Europe, for the leadership of the churches that are growing up in that context.

A.  Theological Foundations

We believe that theological education in the migrant church context includes the following theological foundations:

1. In Christ we are one and our identity is not only in culture but first and foremost in Christ. Cultures reflect God’s creative being, yet are tainted by sin.  We
confess, however, that we do not apply the true Oneness that we have in Christ. The model of relationship between the church in the host country and migrant
churches must be shaped by unity such as that expressed, for example, in Ephesians 2 between Gentiles and Jewish believers.

2.  While striving for unity, theological education should teach, model and equip both the church and the academy to engage with diversity characterized by
God’s kingdom rule over many ethnic groups and nations.  Educational issues such as hierarchies of styles, kinds of education, subject areas, and priorities in
praxis should be challenged both in the explicit curriculum and in the hidden curriculum of theological education in the migrant church context. Paul's epistles
are an example of a model that legitimizes diversity.

3. The life of the church continually undergoes change and adjustment to new contexts. The narrative of the Jerusalem church council described in Acts is one
such model of intentional response to change that can inspire responses to the changing multicultural contexts in Europe and migrating church realities. 
Understanding the Missio Dei, the Incarnation and God as a missional God further provides a mandate for intentional and pro-active responses.

4.  Scripture provides us with a multiplicity of narratives of migration, such as exile, punishment, voluntary migration, persecution and intentional mission under
God's direction.  Scripture further provides us with many narratives of diversity and mixed ethnicity, such as the presence of strangers in Israel, the Rachabites, the
church in Rome, Jesus's relations with non Jews, and Paul's ministry to the Gentiles. These narratives and God's presence in them should inspire, equip and
provide direction for understanding migrant church dynamics and related initiatives of theological education.

5.  As the people of God we are all sojourners and strangers, and migration is a fundamental feature of human reality.  Migration was mandated by God at
Creation in the command to be fruitful, multiply and fill the earth and then compounded by the Fall and the migration out of Eden. Hence we all bear an identity
that breaks down division between 'migrants and non-migrants’, suggesting migration as the norm for the Christian experience. This entails an understanding
that theological foundations are universal for theological education regardless of 'migrant church' classifications. The migrant church reminds the European
church and theological educational institutions that we should not, as Cain did, build cities to escape from fear into security.  This can result in building towers of
Babel and creating further alienation.  We should instead hold on to being 'on the move' as a fundamental dynamic of our faith and identity as the people of God.

6.  Disparity of power relationships between European theological education institutions and migrant churches needs to be redressed in a reciprocal
acknowledgement of talents and mutual submission to the service of the other.  Dependency due to disparity of resources should be denounced.  A genuine
two-way, tapestry-like learning model must be implemented within a framework of dialogue that defines a plan for theological education that is both for, in and
with the migrant church.  In any programme of theological education the diversity and authority of gifts needs to be acknowledged.

7.  The discipleship model of Jesus suggests that theological education should serve both the leaders and lay members of the church.

8.  Foreigners who reside in a host culture must be protected from harm, treated as the host would treat themselves and loved (Lev 19:33, 34).  Hospitality offered
to the migrant church in Europe should include sharing the resources and tradition of European theological education, while protecting the identity and dignity
of both guests and hosts.   As in the Samaritan story, theological education in the migrant church context begins with love of individuals where they are and
based on what their needs are, which may not match the hosts’ naturally preferred provision. The European tradition in theology thus may not match the needs of
the migrant church and should be redressed to serve their needs. This has implications for purpose, content and level. Hospitality however should be carefully
framed in order not to drive further a wedge of diversity between host and guest and be enacted within a context of unity and koinonia. Hospitality should also
be seen as both transitional and permeable paradigm where guests become themselves hosts and bless and shape their hosts.

B.  Issues

We hold that an agenda for Theological Education in the Migrant Church context in Europe should include a focus on the following issues:

1.  Conceptual Issues such as
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Consideration of the purpose and objectives of theological education within and beyond a Western paradigm
The connection between teaching/theory and practice and the applicability of learning
An understanding of worldview that is integrated into and informs the methodology of instruction and consideration of different global philosophies of
education
Reconsideration of categories such as plagiarism and collaboration
Reconsideration and comparison of learning objectives such as critical thinking vs rote learning
Consideration of cross-cultural understanding of issues, especially contextual issues

2.  Systemic and structural issues such as:

The reality of disparity and dynamics that are social, economic, political, and the recognition that these may be larger than the theological institutions, in
their contexts
The role of worldwide organizations – such as the WEA, WCC, CCME and the EEAA, among other organizations
Relationships on an ecclesial level between the migrant churches and their ecclesial origins (and even denominations), as well as recognizing the
difficulties in building relationships between the migrant churches and the host context churches.

3.  Curriculum and content issues such as:

The necessity of dialogue with and listening to the migrant church to shape curriculum; The implementation of partnering in the shaping of curriculum
and content as both sides learn what the other does well; A two-way perspective on curriculum development (mutuality in learning) -- for both the
migrant and host cultures
The need to discern the connections between felt and real needs and "fitness for purpose"
Equipping for treating the problem of "cultural misunderstanding", in both educational and ministerial contexts.
Equipping for cooperation and collaboration entailing that established theological education institutions should to re-evaluate their own curriculum
Consideration of legal issues of migration -- training for citizenship; training for life in host context;
Evaluation of the intrinsic, supra-cultural and universal components of theological education, for both the migrant and host churches?
Need for clarity in the general content and "classical" curriculum and the development of elective and/or contextual curriculum to address specific areas of
the migrant church leadership development (deal with contextual issues in a part of the curriculum, while keeping a foundation of the "regular"
curriculum)
Spiritual formation -- inclusion of training in areas of demonology, counseling, spiritual warfare, spirituality, etc. (this may bring about an issue of power, in
terms of teachers and approaches to teaching on these areas of curriculum)
Seeking openness to biblical categories for theological discussions; humility about our theological development (instead of arrogance)

4.  Level & Accreditation issues such as:

Recognition of difference of history of education between migrant and host cultures, with the result of distance in level and availability of education
Consideration that within the European Qualification Framework many of the present migrant church leaders may be at level 3, hence we should consider
training programs for levels 1-3; in terms of long-term development however 2nd [future] generation may be able to enter at higher levels which should
be maintained
Address expectations from entering migrant students, that they will gain a "degree" from their studies
Address the value and purpose of certification -- for the migrant church and broader society

5.  Delivery issues such as:

Location:  consider ‘going’ models in addition to ‘coming’ models of delivery; leading to more church-based education
Composition of cohorts/classes – as pastors and non-pastors in same cohort may not be acceptable to some migrant churches
The problem of "ghetto-ization" of theological education, when theological education develops without interaction with host culture and other local
ecclesial realities.
Language: the need to develop theological education that includes cross-cultural interaction; native language may give opportunity to excel and
understanding in early stages; the need to use both languages for the purpose of bridging between both contexts
Teaching-Learning dynamic:  expectations from both sides of role of teacher and learner-focus
Students from MC may come with pastoral experience, and how this is treated in the program of studies (recognition of prior experiential learning)
Use of technology -- internet, satellite, e-learning,
For leaders in MC who need training, may not be able to leave their ministry locations (distance education may be important) -- How to care for the
"spiritual formation" and "community" aspects of theological education?
Second generation leaders and established churches may be more able to work with residential programs

6.  Issues relating to obstacles such as:

Financial obstacles
Socio-economic barriers
Fear of loss – in particular of the Holy Spirit, of enthusiasm and of faith
Prejudice and stigma (both directions)
International conflicts and its impact on the church and theological education
Language issues
Styles of delivery
Time (little time available)
Representation of MC on faculty, or leadership of schools

8.  Ecclesial issues such as:

Denominational obstacles
Readiness of churches in host context to interact with the migrant churches
Implicit and explicit ecclesiologies
Some doctrinal differences may be cause of ecclesial issues (denominational)

9. Financial issues such as:

Question of sustaining programs, inability to pay fees
No access to national funding plans
Financial viability for theological colleges envisioning new programmes
Development of streams of funding, that might target the migrant churches (Trusts & Foundations)

10.  Partnership related issues such as:

Questions of ownership and power relationships in partnership agreements



International partnerships and the proposals to link European schools to those in the countries of origin of migrant churches to provide means for TE
Strategies among churches and denominations -- to free up pastors who may be able to teach (provide time for teaching)
Bringing MC leaders into dialogue -- possible participation in leadership of training initiatives
Greater collaboration of theological schools who are able to operate at different levels

10. Generational issues such as

How to bring the second-generation (who are educated in European educational system) into leadership development that will give them the tools for
leadership of the transition of the generations
Equipping for understanding the transitions of generations, from first to second to third to fourth generations (utilizing good sociological studies to
inform this equipping)

11.  Legal issues such as:

Questions of status of immigrants (undocumented, etc.)
Difficulties to obtain "student" visa, for schools who are not government accredited

12. Accessibility issues

Reflection within the theological institutions on how they will need to change to address questions of accessibility to the particularities of the migrant
church.

C.  Strategies

Those involved in theological education in context of the migrant church in Europe should consider involvement in the following:

1.  Start with good relations

Building trust with churches and networking with pastors
Broaden the conversation to more migrant church leaders and subject experts
Invite MC leaders into programmes to build trust and vision
Break ghetto by intentional meetings
Schools may need to employ ‘bridge-builders’ that will help challenge the current culture and respond to change

2.  Engage in further research

Verbal surveys to investigate needs and hopes
Programme to help MC to identify their needs and identify them
Recognize that both the context and the migrant churches are a dynamic reality, and there is a need for continual research to know what the current
reality is.

3.  Begin parallel programmes as well as consider how to revise existing programmes.

Develop practicums
Develop new areas of interest in schools that match MC needs
Accessible entry points
Alternate theory and practice
Use of “pilot projects” – to start small, test results, and revise before growing ministry.

4.  Carefully consider resourcing strategies

Suitable lecturers/teachers from migrant churches
Strategic migrant church leaders invited to join the boards of theological colleges
Gather support from majority churches and institutions – a pilot project as a case study and vision setting model?
Share resources (e.g. theologicaleducation.net)

5.  Tackle legal issues

How to address undocumented students or church members?
These likely would stretch the abilities of single schools and organizations

6.  Engage in various levels of networking

Identify templates for best practice
Varied initiatives can learn from each other’s experiences
Share ideas, resources, experts and good practice
Online based working groups
Globethics.net providing space for online working groups
Regular meetings (yearly) of practitioners
Include identification of purpose
Investigate specific consortia
Use existing international networks (like the EEAA) but also focus regionally for greater specificity
Encourage Overseas Council in its efforts to bring churches and seminaries together in partnership

7.  Explore online and blended learning models

Hosting a shared VLE and providing space for smaller initiatives (e.g. AdobeConnect)
Travelling seminars
Blend online delivery, group interaction and seminars

8.  Involve second generation MC in influencing first generation

Recognize the need to work with the first, second and third generations in different patterns of adaptation and acculturation
Recognize that there will be tensions between the generations, because of the changes that occur in the process of acculturation

9.  Challenge the current culture of seminaries

Raise this question with established theological education institutions
Perhaps, the initial move needs to come from the theological institution in the direction of the migrant church
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Re: The Leuven Conversation -- edited version by Paul Clark
by Paul Clark - Thursday, 2 April 2015, 01:28 PM

 Dear Participants,

I have posted my edited version of the Leuven Conversation, including a "preamble".  Please feel free to continue to interact with the ideas, so we can clarify
our conversation.  In a couple of weeks, I will post the finalized version, after having had a time for more interactions.

I would encourage you all to post new resources you have found, to the forum on resources, and fuel our continuing conversation.

Paul Allan Clark
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